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Peninsular Spanish possesses two main causative constructions: an analytical one formed by the verb hacer 

(‘to make’) plus an infinitive (1), and a lexical one constituted by two different verbs, one of which is 

transitive and expresses cause and the other is intransitive and denotes effect (lexical pairs) (2 a – c). 

(1) a Le hice ver la película (‘I made him see the film’) 

 b. El vaso (se) cae / La chica tira el vaso (‘The glass falls’ / ‘The girl throws the glass’) 

 c. Los libros se quedan en la mesa / La chica deja los libros en la mesa  

 (‘The books stay on the table’ / The girl leaves the books on the table’) 

El coche entra en el garaje / La chica mete el coche en el garaje (‘The car enters the garage’ / ‘The girl puts 

the car into the garage’) 

However, the western part of Spain is characterised by eliminating three transitive verbs by favouring the 

choice of the intransitive lexeme to express both cause and effect (3 a – c). 

(2) a. La chica ha caído el vaso (lit. ‘The girl has fallen the glass’) 

 b. La chica ha quedado los libros en la mesa (lit. ‘The girl has stayed the books on the table’) 

 c. La chica ha entrado el coche en el garaje (lit. ‘The girl has entered the car into the garage’) 

This phenomenon is cross-linguistically known as lability and it is mainly attested in Caucasian languages 

and also in English (Letuchiy 2009). Nevertheless, although lability is rarely witnessed, it is usually 

associated with an ergative pattern. 

In this presentation I will show that western Peninsular Spanish exhibits lability, among other things, 

because it has a series of syntactic behaviours that puts it closer to split ergativity (Dixon 1994), unlike 

standard Spanish, which may only develop split intransitivity (Elvira 2001). The phenomenon recorded in 

western Peninsular Spain likewise shows that lability emerges only in unaccusative verbs that denote 

motion or change of state. I will compare this phenomenon to similar processes undergone by French 

(Heideinger 2014), English (McMillion 2006) and even Russian (Letuchiy 2015), whose labile verbs have 

arisen in quite similar contexts as the ones attested in Spanish, and I will argue that the prompt of them is 

extremely linked to semantic nuances such as willingness, intention, control or animacy. 
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